
Technical Overview: 
Multi-Layer Ransomware Protection

Modern endpoint defensive products use a point-in-time analysis of any new binary introduced or executed on a system. 

Binaries are very rarely re-examined after the initial analysis labels it “good” or “bad.” Halcyon is different. Our kernel-level agent 

continuously monitors executables and processes to provide persistent threat analysis. This multi-layer protection chain is the 

first time that defense-in-depth has been built into a single endpoint product to enable continuous risk mitigation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Layer 01 – Pre-Execution

Our pre-execution layer leverages multiple external threat feeds, proprietary Halcyon data feeds, and machine learning to 

provide an instant response for “known bad” ransomware. Suspicious processes that are not “known bad” are then passed to 

the additional layers for further analysis.

Layer 02 – Entrapment

Ransomware operates within the confines of a ruleset to prevent it from being detected and to shield the operators from 

criminal liability. Our entrapment layer focuses on triggering this ruleset via deception techniques in order to prevent 

detonation. This protection layer enables the endpoint to hide files from encryption, laces the endpoint with artifacts to deceive 

the ransomware’s internal execution rules, and adds bait files to amplify the ability to detect malicious behavior. 

Layer two employs multiple methods of deception to prevent ransomware from executing, which include:

 · Geographic asset location and language deception techniques to convince the ransomware it is running in a region it 
should not (ex: Russia).

 · Environment deception techniques to appear as if the endpoint is a security tool used for analyzing malicious files (ex: 
virtualized or debugging environment used for detonating binaries) or running a multitude of other security products 
(ex: NGAV, EPP or EDR).

 · Forced confliction techniques to trick ransomware into thinking an asset is already compromised.

 · Tripwires, faux processes, and services impersonation to appear as if the asset is of high-value in order to elicit 
malicious behavior from ransomware that is detectable.
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Layer 03 - Behavioral

Ransomware that is not defeated via the previous layers will trigger layer three, either due to its own deconfliction check 

attempts or in the process of initiating its core functions. Most modern endpoint protection products leverage behavioral 

analysis, typically in the form of convolutional neural networks and decision tree algorithms, but these conventional machine 

learning capabilities still suffer from inherent flaws based on the size of the datasets required to train them and their ability 

to remain contextually aware. The contemporary implementation of endpoint ML/AI models are unable to provide ongoing 

enhancements to the protection capabilities of system and can’t incorporate new data previously learned by the endpoint.

The Halcyon behavioral layer employs an industry-first micro-model architecture designed on the principle of capsule network-

based machine learning that enables broad benefits over previous behavioral analysis methods.

 · Allows for data-driven supervised and unsupervised learning engines that work together across endpoints and the 
entire organization to make decisions on suspicious processes in real-time.

 · Enables efficient analysis by using several models in parallel as opposed to one monolithic detection model.

 · Provides highly accurate decisions with a limited dataset as each micro-model is specialized and assigned behavior sets  
that feed data into other micro-models to weigh in their decisions.

 · Permits robust process tracing to detect and combat against process injection to further harden against attacks on the 
security products deployed on the system.

Layer 04 – Resiliency

Halcyon is the first endpoint cybersecurity product to build in resiliency and isolation to protect against the overall impact 

of a ransomware event if all other protections fail. Our multiple layers of protection are further backed by multiple levels of 

resiliency specifically built to stop ransomware from spreading and mitigate damage as much as possible.

Halcyon uses several methods of reducing impact to an endpoint if a ransomware event occurs, including:

 · Delayed deletion of files removed by a suspicious process via implementing a secure internal repository.

 · Hardening of Volume Shadow Service (VSS) to ensure that ransomware can’t delete or corrupt backup snapshots.

 · Encryption key recovery triggers any time unplanned and potentially malicious encryption occurs on a system.

 · Automated host isolation modifies firewall rules in order to quarantine an infected host. All outbound communications 
from the impacted endpoint are then restricted to the Halcyon platform via a secure channel.

Defeating Ransomware

Ransomware is one of the biggest threats facing organizations today. Modern endpoint protection products are losing the battle 

against ransomware as evidenced by the daily headlines announcing yet another breach.

Halcyon works alongside existing security products and can be deployed into environments that have previously been 

compromised in order to prevent ransomware from executing. 

For more information and to join the fight against ransomware, contact sales@halcyon.ai


